Unlock Leadership for Change

Introduction
Get your key to unlock leadership for change!

This training event is a unique opportunity to get together with guides from around the world to explore sustainable development, create joint solutions and share them with our global community.

Together we will kick off the journey to become SDG Ambassadors!

The event will take place in Our Chalet between the 1st and the 6th of May 2019.

During these 4 working days, you will get the keys to:
- Community engagement and advocacy
- Our educational online tool: wagggs.thegoals.org
- Leadership for sustainable development
- Your own project for action

Who are we looking for?
A combination of both:
- young leader volunteer(s)
  - and
- national board/staff member(s)
from the same MO (either 2 OR 3 people per MO – not 1) who are already working on the Sustainable Development Goals or looking to start a project based on them.

We have limited spaces for ~24 participants from 8-12 different MOs, backgrounds and levels of expertise.

We are looking for inspired and engaged participants who are ready to use our educational tool wagggs.thegoals.org to drive an SDG project in their organization.

Participants should be fluent in English, as the working language of the event will be English.

What will we do there?
- Explore SDGs in depth and the relevance to our lives and our communities
- Explore our educational tool wagggs.thegoals.org
- Explore what it means to be a leader/changemaker
- Discover Advocacy and how to create change
- Create and share an action plan to bring back home
- Share best practices and projects

Here is the first draft of the programme (subject to change):
How much will it cost?
The event is **fully funded** by the Swedish Postcode Lottery through our partnership with thegoals.org. We will cover the participants’ costs for travel, accommodation, meals, visa and insurance. We will book the travel, so participants won’t need to put big sums of money up front (only for visa if needed, and travel to the airport/train station).

How can we apply?
You are excited about this – yes!
In order to be part of this wonderful journey, we would like to receive an email to [jorge.sanchez@waggs.org](mailto:jorge.sanchez@waggs.org) with the subject ‘Applicants SDG training from MONAME’ from the MOs that want to send their **2-3 representatives by the 17th March 2019** containing the following information:

1. The names and roles of the 2 OR 3 (not 1 nor 4) applicants and how they are involved in SDG work of the MO.
2. What the MO has been recently doing and is currently doing about SDGs (programmes, actions, events, etc).
3. A confirmation that all the applicants can attend the full length of the event (from 1st-6th May)

The selection will be done on a rolling basis, and we encourage MOs whose participants need visa to enter Switzerland, that they send their applications as soon as possible.

We are looking forward to your application!